Supplementary figure 1: The fang model (longitudinal section) used for the stiffness analysis. The base of the fang is considered fixed (i.e. zero displacement constraint) and the tip of the fang is subjected to a generic force vector ( ). As a result, the fang is deformed relative to its initial configuration and its tip displaced by 
architectures dominated by rotated-plywood and parallel-fiber dominated arrangements, respectively. For example, for the bulk region at the tip of the fang is composed of 20% rotated-plywood and 80% parallel-fibers. In this case, the base of the fang is composed of 80% rotated-plywood and 20% parallel-fiber array.
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Supplementary note 1. Stiffness parameters of the fang structural model
The spider fang´s stiffness was analyzed by considering the fang fixed at its base and subjected to forces at the tip, ( ).The fang structure is deformed and its tip displaced, ( ) from its unloaded position (see supplementary figure 1 ).
Following the linear elastic theory, and are related via a stiffness matrix as follows:
The elastic energy of the fang structure ( ) is a quadratic form of the displacement components and takes both linear bending and torsion effects into account (1).The components of the stiffness matrix are extracted from the second derivative of with respect to the corresponding displacement components, as follows:
Due to the symmetry of the structural model there is no coupling between the in-plane 
The effective axial and shear moduli of a rotated-plywood fibril array ( and ) are evaluated by an effective averaging over the moduli of the fibril sheets composing the array (4,5), as follows:
where and are the axial moduli of an individual fibril sheet along and perpendicular to the fibrils, calculated by applying the Voigt and Reuss models :
Supplementary figure 2 plots the Young's modulus and shear modulus of parallel-fibered and rotated-plywood fiber arrays for a range of ratios for the matrix-to-fibril modulus, calculated by eqs. (3-8) .
Note that for the case of eqs. (3-6) are reduces to: 
